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this is where you can meet the fancharacters i made. where i came from their called fcs.
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0 - meet team luck

Lucky
realname:Chance the Hedgehog
age:14
gender:male
race:hedgehog
fiancee:angel
appearance:looks like sonic but has red streaks where shadows are, has pink eyes, and has a bright red
streak on his left leg
wears:same as sonic but wears a belt with four pouches for stuff and two sheathes for his daggers
family:eemerald (mom) sonic (dad) sara (sister) hyper (lil brother) spike (dad)
shadow (uncle) shade (uncle)
persoanlity:like sonic
powers:dice powers and sonic speed
weakness:spikes and super level attacks
weapons:dual mythril daggers
likes:same as sonic but likes gambling also.
dislikes:same as sonic
rivals:chain the hedgehog and tnt the echidna
friends:all sonic heroes
enemies:all evil
bio:???

pyro
realname:Flamer Prower
age:10
race:fire fox
gender:male
crush:victoria
appearance:looks like tails but is red and has orange eyes
wears:same as tails
family:tails (brother) zippo (brother)
personality:doesn't trust strangers, trusting once he knows your tustworthy, and nice
powers:can fly and pyrokenetic
weakness:water based attacks and ice based attacks
likes:same as tails but discludes building stuff.
dislikes:same as tails
friends:lucky, tnt, tails, and zippo.
enemies:shockwave, hydro, buster, and zappo
rival:blaze the cat



bio:???

tnt
age:16
race;echidna
gender:male
crush:none
appearance:looks like knukcles but has black eyes.
wears:same as knuckles
family:none
personality:same as knuckles but when mad is mean.
powers:can create bombs and super strength
weakness:none
weapons:the bomb he creates
likes:same as knuckles
dislikes:same as knuckles
bio:none
friends:all sonic heroes
enemies:all evil
rival:lucky the hedgehog and armagedon the cat



1 - meet team next gen

hyper
realname:energy
age:11 1/2
gender:male
race:hedgehog
appearance:looks like sonic but has red eyes.
wears:same as sonic
family:sonic (dad) eemerald (mom) sara (sister) spike (oldest brother) lucky (brother)
personality:a hyper version of sonic.
powers:can run as fast as supersonic and can use red energy for anything
weakness:attacks equal to a hyper level transformation.
likes:same as sonic
dislikes:same as sonic
friends:all sonic heroes
enemies:all evil
rival:seelkadoom the hedgehog
bio:???

tailsess
age:13
gender:female
race:vixen
crush:trial
appearance:looks like fiona but is a peach color (the same as human skin), has green eyes, and the tip
of her tail is white. and has blonde hair.
wears:wears a yellow t-shirt, blue jeans, same shoes as tails and no gloves.
family:tails (dad) helen (deceased mom) heletail (sister) hail (sister) pyro (uncle) zippo (uncle)
personality:a girly version of tails
powers:can fly (jetpack) and has wind powers
weakness:earth based attacks
weapons:laser gun
likes:same as tails
dislikes:same as tails
friends:all sonic heroes
enemies:all evil
rival:heletail
bio:???



spike
age:16
gender:male
race:hedgehog
girlfriend:ribbon
appearance:looks like shadow but is gray, has no streaks, and has grren eyes.
wears:same as shadow
family:lucky (brother) hyper (brother) sara (sister) eemerald (mom) sonic (dad) shadow (uncle) shade
(uncle)
personality:like shadow but nicer
powers:spike powers and super strength
weakness:ribbons
weapons:mythril spear
likes:same as shadow
dislikes:same as shadow
friends:all sonic heroes
enemies:all evil
rival:crome the hedgehog
bio:???



2 - meet team gunner

tech
age:16
gender:male
race:hedgehog/machine
appearance:looks like silver but half of his right arm is a machine gun.
wears:same as sonic except for only one glove.
family:silver (brother)
personality:serious, niave
crush:none
powers:none
weapons:his machine gun arm.
weakness:none
likes:???
dislikes:evil
rival:loppy the bunny
friends:cops
enemies:evil
bio:he is a hedgehog from the future, unlike silver he stayed behind. his arm was chopped off during a
fight with the axe gang in japan. so he got a machine gun.
formation:power

loppy
age:13
gender:male
race:rabbit
appearance:looks like a male version of cream and is brown with white spots.
wears:blue jeans, blue t-shirt, shoes like tails, and gloves like sonic.he also wears black sunglasses
occupation:gangster
family:cream (sister)
personality:gangster, protective of woman, and kids.
crush:none
powers:can fly using ears.
weakness:none
weapons:machine gun, pistol, sniper rifle, and switchblade.
likes:same as a ganster
dislikes:opposite of what he likes
friends:all gangsters.
enemies:all cops.
bio:he is a gangster bunny, he was in the same guild as lucky until he leaked info to his enemy guild.
then they destroyed the guild and left him to die. he then jioned a gang.



dale
age:14
gender:male
race:hedgehog
appearance:looks like sonic but is green with blood red streaks and has two quills hanging down the
sides.
wears:a jacket like scourges, boots like evil sallys, gloves like sonics but black, and black sunglasses.
family:rule (dad) darcia (mom) rulcia (brother)
personality:same as tech
crush:none
powers:lasers, dark powers, light powers, and sonic speed.
weakness:super level attacks.
weapons:pistol
likes:same as silver
dislikes;same as silver
friends:all sonic heroes.
enemieS:all evil
rival:rulcia
bio:???
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